Aboriginal Adventures

Explore the rugged Canadian Coast with first nations, aboriginal guide. Experience the untold stories of century-old relics, wild animals and traditional art in this adventure wildlife series. Aboriginal Adventures features native host Tom Sewid traveling to remote, historical locations on the west coast of Canada.

Amy’s Mythic Morning

Amy's Mythic Mornings is a fun and innovative animated series for kids 6-9 that teaches problem solving by using traditional knowledge from Aboriginal story telling. Six-year-old Amy and her friends Theodore and Casey bring the lessons to life when they imagine themselves in the stories told by Amy's Grandmother Louie. And the adventure begins!

Behind the Brush

The stories of Maori figures painted by the artist Gottfried Lindauer reveal a far more daring past. Behind The Brush reaches into the canvas and discovers lovers and betrayal, the haunting, the hilarious and the simply outrageous. From the chief who skied off a shark; to the wife who taught her husband never to stray again - only after eating did she inform him the meal was his mistress; Behind The Brush offers a portal into a very different history. Across seven episodes, the personal stories of 21 tupuna, are presented with startling honesty by their descendants, straight to camera and to the viewer. These are not portraits pondering twilight. They are larger than life and their actions would shape a nation. One ancestor led an elite death squad. But it was his business acumen which founded estates worth millions today. Another was attacked by an enraged widow who gouged out his eye. He married her. Many portraits will ring familiarity. Their images have been reproduced worldwide across galleries, merchandise, post cards and stamp collections for more than a century. But who they really are has remained locked in canvasa.

Cashing In

The North Beach Casino is a successful gaming palace owned by slick business magnate Matthew Tommy. His goal: capitalize on North Beach, making it the jewel in his casino empire crown His challenge: wheeling, dealing and gambling...with a few lives. Now it's even more challenging than Matthew thought and after being shot in his own casino, he has to hand over his empire to his son, Justin. Can North Beach Casino continue to be a successful gaming facility jam-packed with sex, money and power? Sometimes life is at the mercy of the roll of the dice...
Cooking Hawaiian Style continues to be a gathering place that celebrates the richness of Hawaii's culinary culture featuring Hawaiian and Hawaiian-style recipes from all ethnicities. Our cooking show features local Hawaii Chefs, Celebrities & Musicians cooking local comfort foods and Hawaiian-Style favorites.
Coyote's Crazy Smart Science Show

Coyote’s Crazy Smart Science Show is a fun, educational science series designed for kids 8-11. It inspires them to explore the amazing world of science through a colorful show that brings our beautiful and complex universe alive! Young scientists are encouraged to ask questions, to make their own observations, to unravel the How and Why of the world around them.

Double Trouble

Separated at birth, these twin girls are completely unaware that the other exists, until a twist of fate sees them meet in Alice Springs. When the pair discover their connection, and decide they want to meet the parent they don't know, they agree to swap lives - just for a day. Little do they know what will go wrong. When each twin becomes stranded in the other's world, the fun really starts.

First Contact

FIRST CONTACT is a bold and timely documentary series that confronts racist attitudes head on with a life-changing and immersive experience. Six Canadians - all with strong opinions about Indigenous people - embark on a journey into the heart of Indigenous communities that will challenge their views and confront their prejudices about a world they never imagined they would see. An experience that will turn the participants' lives upside down, and change them forever.

First Nations Comedy Experience

FIRST NATIONS COMEDY EXPERIENCE is the first ever Native American and World Indigenous standup comedy series. In fact, there's only been one other one-off special featuring Native American standups. This series will finally give a voice to the top Native Standups from across the country, up and coming Native Standups that are breaking new ground, as well as featuring some of the biggest names in stand-up comedy outside of the Native world. Also featured are big-name comedians like Nikki Glaser, Craig Shoemaker, Chris Fairbanks, Jimmy Dore, and more. There's behind-the-scenes action in every episode as we get to know our comics through funny and heartfelt moments before we get to experience their hilarious and unique comedy acts. This show aims to shine a light on the Native stand-up community and help bring these amazing comics into the mainstream.
FUTURE HISTORY is an inspiring documentary series that follows hosts Sarain Fox and Kris Nahrgang on a journey of discovery through an Indigenous lens. For generations across North America, Indigenous Peoples have been reeling from the devastating effects of colonialism that left families, languages and cultures destroyed. But today, a powerful movement of revitalization is taking place, with Indigenous Peoples reclaiming their traditional knowledge in order to rebuild their communities and create a stronger, brighter future for us all.

Frybread Flats

"Frybread Flats" is CATV 47's first show produced exclusively for children. The show features puppets skits, Cheyenne and Arapaho language, and an animated host named Raven. "Frybread Flats" introduces Native language, with alternating shows featuring Cheyenne and Arapaho languages. Each episode also features numbers 1-10, and various colors, nouns and stories in the corresponding language.

Fit First

Fit First helps tackle mind, body and spirit issues behind obesity and bad nutrition in Canada's Aboriginal communities. Under the guidance of trainer Kent Brown, a group of adults take part in physical and spiritual challenges that take them out of the conventional gym setting. Fit First gets up close and personal with participants as they make a commitment to getting healthy inside & out!

FNX NOW Block

FNX NOW is the station's flagship news series and the first interstitial community engagement series created by the channel after its initial launch in 2012. This new half-hour block looks to house all the most recent FNX NOW interstitial segments and showcase them in one spot.
This series sees dreams come true as the best young hockey players from across Canada come together for a 2-week NHL-like training camp. From physical training, on ice drills and different team building activities, the 20 prospects will grow, not only as a team but also as men. The players are working towards the ultimate test; to showcase their game skills for the scrutinizing eyes of real life junior scouts.
INDIGENOUS DAY LIVE 2018 is a music series featuring live concerts & solo performances from the 2018 celebration across Canada.

Indian Country Today

INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY delivers daily news and analysis about Native America and global Indigenous communities. Stories are reported from bureaus in Phoenix, Washington D.C. and Anchorage. The host is Patty Talahongva.

Indian Road

INDIAN ROAD is a magazine-style TV show featuring engaging stories from Indian Country produced by Cheyenne and Arapaho Television. The show’s focus is sharing stories about events, businesses and activities with a Native flair.

Hoopa Valley:

As the Covid19 Pandemic spread across the Hoopa Valley Tribe's reservation and the surrounding communities, the tribe mobilized to keep their community members safe. Hoopa Valley tribal community members, including a First Responder, a Doctor and Radio Personalities, discuss the tribe's battle against the Covid19 Pandemic.
LOUIS SAYS follows the adventures of Randy, an imaginative six-year-old boy who helps his community under the guidance of Louis, a kind-hearted Cree elder. Louis speaks mostly Cree which Randy doesn't fully understand, so before he can help anyone, Randy has to figure out the meaning of the traditional words, and this requires patience that he doesn't always have! Randy and his best friend Katie are learning as they go, and everything that Louis Says helps them both to grow! Each episode in Louis Says features stories that resonate with children and reinforce important values such as patience, respecting elders, helping others and teamwork.

Lands Wandered is an adventure series that explores some of the most famous locations across North American and their Indigenous history.

Little J, he's five and Big Cuz, she's nine. They're a couple of Indigenous Australian kids living with their Nanna and Old Dog. Little J and Big Cuz are busy with the ups and downs of playground and classroom. There's always something surprising going on whether it's at school, in the backyard... or beyond. The gaps in Nanna's ramshackle fence lead to Saltwater, Desert and Freshwater Country. With the help of Nanna and their teacher Ms Chen, Little J and Big Cuz are finding out all about culture, community and country.

The Lakota Berenstain Bears Project is a joint venture of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe and the Lakota Language Consortium, with the goal of bringing the Lakota language to family television sets across all Lakota-speaking communities in North and South Dakota, and well beyond.
Mixed Blessings is a half-hour dramatic comedy series set in Fort McMurray, the ultimate Alberta boomtown. A Ukrainian plumber and a Cree waitress, both widowed with kids, fall in love and set up a new family together. Mixed Blessings explores the realities, the complexities, and the humour of blending two families and two very different cultures. Hank brings to the mix his daughter Vicky, his son Walt, his sister Doreen and his best friend Tazz. Josie is blessed with her sister Kate, her mother Kookum, her daughter Bobbie, and her sons Mick and Donnie.

Main Street Wyoming

A popular original series focusing on the communities and people of Wyoming, "Main Street, Wyoming" allows the audience to not only gain a better appreciation for the wonders of Wyoming but also take a second look at the events changing the world around us from the perspective of other Wyomingites.

Make Prayers to the Raven

Make Prayers to the Raven explores the ways traditional spiritual values and beliefs guide the day-to-day lives of Alaska’s Athabascan Indians on the Koyukuk River. Each half-hour occurs in a single season, revealing the surprising blend of Western and non-Western beliefs which shape and control that season’s hunting, gathering and living. Set contains 2 DVDs with all 5 episodes.

Making Regalia

The show operates on an instructional format, teaching the audience to sew many different styles of regalia for men and women.
Moosemeat & Marmalade brings two very different chefs together to explore culture, culinary traditions and really good food. Outdoorsman and Bush Cook Art Napoleon faces off against classically trained British Chef Dan Hayes in the kitchen... and the woods! Art is used to cooking in nature while Dan has worked in some of the world's most high-end kitchens. And now they're going head to head to see whose culinary culture is best and prepare for our delight meals fit for a king!

Native Planet

In a fight for mother earth, Host Simon Baker travels across a NATIVE PLANET and goes deep inside indigenous communities passionately defending their way of life against overwhelming environmental threats.

Native Shorts

NATIVE SHORTS presented by Sundance Institute's Native American and Indigenous Program is a series that will feature short films produced, premiered or showcased at the Sundance Film Festival through its Native American and Indigenous Program, followed by a brief discussion with hosts Ariel Tweto (Flying Wild Alaska, Wipe-Out) an Inupiaq Eskimo from Unakleet Alaska and the Sundance Institute’s own Bird Runningwater, a Cheyenne and Mescalero Apache.

Osiyo, Voices of the Cherokee People

This docuseries features the culture, history and language of the Cherokee Nation, the largest federally recognized tribe in the US with more than 380,000 citizens. Cherokee history and culture are featured with stories such as turtle shell shakers, buffalo grass dolls and basket weaving. Also featured are the lives of Cherokee people today: a U.S. Coast Guard helicopter pilot, scuba diving with wounded warriors and searching for Bigfoot in the foothills of the Cherokee Nation. These are the voices of the Cherokee people.
People of the Pines

This series takes us through the hidden history of the indigenous population of California. In depth views on the cultural, physical, and psychological impact presented by the Spanish empire, the Mexican government, and the American takeover are accessed. Detailed struggles, massacres, and both individual and common triumphs are discussed.

Power to the People

Growing up in the Lubicon Lake Band in Little Buffalo, AB, Melina Laboucan Massimo has experienced the detrimental effects of Oil Sands extraction. Today it's made her one of Canada's leading climate change campaigners and the host of Power to the People.

Rabbit Fall

A professional indiscretion lands Me’tis cop Tara Wheaton in the remote northern town of Rabbit Fall. She soon discovers the picturesque community is plagued by a chilling history of violent crimes and unexplained events that have some believing a supernatural force is at work. Tara rejects the theory but as the bodies pile up, Rabbit Fall slowly tears away at everything she knows to be true.

Red Earth Uncovered

Take an adventure to places where world-renowned mysteries remain elusive. Myths such as Ogopogo and Sasquatch, RED EARTH UNCOVERED seeks to learn the possibilities and truths about what could be. Tom Jackson and Shayla Stonechild lead the investigation of archaeological discoveries and ancient myths to uncover how Indigenous Peoples may have played a role in historical events and legends.
Ruth-Ann Thorn Presents: Art of the City

Ms. Thorn, San Diegan and of the Rincon Band of Luiseno Indians brings to her docuseries her native American experience; Her mother was an artist and was involved in the women's rights movement, while her father, part of the Rincon Band of Luiseno Indians, was one of the first Native Americans to occupy Alcatraz in an effort to gain equal rights for the Native Americans living on reservations, who at the time weren't allowed to vote. In 2018, Thorn was elected as the chairwoman of the Rincon Economic Development Corporation of her tribe and has been on the board for 5 years. She oversees businesses that are owned by the tribe and is an active member of California chapter of the Native American Chamber of Commerce. This will be an immersive cultural experience: Native American Artists and their works which are truly the intersection of Fine Art and historical significance. As a content creator for the presentation of Fine Art as well as the critically-acclaimed docuseries Art of The City TV, she has captured the flavor and historical significance of Native American artistic relevance, and presents to the world the timely story of the cultural capital of the Indigenous people, a story that has always been on the right side of history and on the right side of Artistic Accomplishment; Illustrating Native American Art both as curating and illuminating through the lens of her knowledge and being.

Seeing Canada

Brandy Yanchyk's travel documentary series, SEEING THE USA will connect viewers to iconic experiences that the USA has to offer. Viewers will experience the USA's iconic nature, thrilling adventures and unique, varied culture through Brandy's eyes. These experiences are adventurous in nature, making for great television! Rather than focus on current events, Seeing the USA will focus on the vibrant cities, culinary delights, world-class attractions, unique characters and natural wonders of the USA. Through Brandy's charm, sense of humor and curiosity, the audience will have the chance to learn something new about even the most familiar of destinations. Through her bold, adventurous spirit, we will be inspired to take an adventure ourselves. Through her compassion and sensitivity, we will see all the strands that make the USA worth seeing.

Seeing the USA

Brandy Yanchyk's travel documentary series, SEEING THE USA will connect viewers to iconic experiences that the USA has to offer. Viewers will experience the USA's iconic nature, thrilling adventures and unique, varied culture through Brandy's eyes. These experiences are adventurous in nature, making for great television! Rather than focus on current events, Seeing the USA will focus on the vibrant cities, culinary delights, world-class attractions, unique characters and natural wonders of the USA. Through Brandy's charm, sense of humor and curiosity, the audience will have the chance to learn something new about even the most familiar of destinations. Through her bold, adventurous spirit, we will be inspired to take an adventure ourselves. Through her compassion and sensitivity, we will see all the strands that make the USA worth seeing.

Skeletons of New Zealand

Skeletons of New Zealand is a newly-completed production of two episodes, that run together or as standalone instalments, highlighting the lost histories of the country.
The Aux

A rotating compilation of music videos featuring diverse talents of Native American & World Indigenous cultures. Different genres such as hip hop, rap, dance, rock, and many more are featured on THE AUX.

Studio 49

FNX is proud to present our music performance series STUDIO 49, featuring in-studio showcases by Native and World Indigenous artists!

Teepee Time

TEEPEE TIME is an animated pre-school series about a curious little tipi discovering the world one new adventure at a time. For Teepee every step, is a first step, every new experience, is a learning one, and there is always lots of fun and adventure along the way!

Skindigenous

SKINDIGENOUS is a series of 13 half-hour documentaries on the art of tattooing as practiced by indigenous peoples around the world. Each episode dives into a unique indigenous culture to discover the tools and techniques, and the symbols and traditions that shape their tattooing art. The art of the tattoo becomes a lens for exploring some of the planet’s oldest cultures and their unique perspectives on life, identity, and the natural world.
The Magic Canoe

THE MAGIC CANOE transports our travelers and young campers from Camp Manitou to breathtaking and unforgettable places where they will experience marvelous adventures in a world where animals and plants can talk! Meet Aunt Viola, the fearless Max and Tibo and their friends Julie, Pam and Nico at Camp Manitou, which is the starting point of many beautiful adventures and extraordinary day trips! THE MAGIC CANOE is a series for the 5-7 year old's, filled with humor and adventure, allowing young viewers to discover the wonders of natural sciences as well as offering them life lessons.

The Medicine Line

Cinematographer Dave Gaudet takes a fantastic road trip that zigzags back and forth across the border and throughout North America to discover the art and history of Aboriginal peoples. In each episode of THE MEDICINE LINE, Dave meets, explores, or interviews two fascinating new characters, events, or places - one from Canada and one from the USA. Then using his skills as a cinematographer, he'll capture the subjects and showcase them for the world. In each chapter of this epic adventure, Dave learns that from perspective of human oneness, national boundaries don't exist at all.

Tiga Talk

Tiga the wolf pup, Gertie the Gopher and Gavin the Goose are stuffed toys who live with Jodie and Jason, their Dad and Grandmother Kokum. The toys and the kids have a secret. When there are no adults around Tiga, Gertie and Gavin come to life to play with Jodie, Jason and their friends. Every time Kokum, or any other adult, is around they turn back into toys.

Toa Hunter Gatherer

This series takes us on a journey through the beautiful scenery of New Zealand with hunter, bow-maker and bush-craftsman Owen Boynton. With the help of local experts who explain the unique attributes of each region, he unearths historical approaches to hunting, fishing and bush-craft practice along the way. Whatever the weather or conditions from baking sun to snow blizzards, Owen will uncover a unique view of New Zealand from the people that live off the land and seeks to recapture the traditional knowledge and techniques that have been lost in the modern industrialization of the food chain. Follow Owen as we witness traditional hunting methods and expert survival skills all set against the stunning backdrop of the New Zealand landscape.
**Travel & Delights**

Chef Kelly Rangama takes us on a gastronomic road trip around the globe. Her Goal? Find the best products and recipes from overseas. On the way, this cooking prodigy goes out to meet traditional cooks and local producers sharing their passion and know-how. During her journey, Chef Kelly revisits local dishes with guests and involves young clerks. A human and tasty adventure!

**Tribal Police Files**

Tribal Police Files takes viewers on a front seat ride-along with First Nations police services. From the daily challenges of life on-duty to the ongoing involvement in rebuilding their communities off-the-clock, officers share the most dangerous moments they have faced in the line of duty while stressing the importance of cultural practices and staying strong for their families.

**Underexposed**

UNDEREXPOSED is a visually stunning doc series that travels the world following a group of action-sport photojournalists and their mentors as they face adrenaline-packed challenges to find their stories, capture their shorts and sell the next big thing in extreme sports.

**Untamed Gourmet**

Untamed Gourmet explores the connection between food and the land. In a time where food is readily available to us from anywhere in the world, we sometimes forget that everything we eat has a connection to the natural world. Each episode follows a chef in a new area, sourcing and preparing dishes from fresh regional ingredients with the help of a local guide.
Wapos Bay

Ten-year-old T-Bear, 9-year-old Talon and 6-year-old Raven star in WAPOS BAY, a light-hearted stop-motion animation series about growing up in a remote Cree community. In Wapos Bay, modern life and ancient traditions meet. Hunting and gathering, dog sledding and shimmering northern lights are part of every day, but so are video games, TV and cell phones. Guided by elders, extended family and their own insatiable curiosity, the three children learn how to balance traditional ways with newer ones. Their discoveries unfold against the backdrop of northern Saskatchewan's varied seasons - winter, spring thaw, spring, summer, fall and freeze-up. As they explore the world around them, the three children acquire some valuable lessons about respect, cooperation, honesty and tolerance. And of course, they also teach the adults a few things.

Waabiny Time

WAABINY TIME means "playing time" in Noongar and is a landmark in Australian TV; a kids' variety program that uses Noongar Language. Presenters Kylie Farmer and Lee West take children from the ages of three to six on an educational and entertaining adventure, guiding our young viewers through stories, songs and activities, that are authentically Indigenous and encourage participation.

Urban Native Girl

In season one of URBAN NATIVE GIRL we meet and come to understand the struggles and hopes of Lisa Charleyboy, a fashionista, entrepreneur and urban Indigenous innovator. After years of slogging through both the fashion and journalism world - and being told that glamour and Aboriginal don't mix. Lisa sets out to transform her small online blog into a glossy print magazine, in the hopes of launching an international brand.

Wassaja

News from Indian Country produced and hosted by award winning Native journalist Mark Trahant.
Wild Archaeology

The archaeological record of the First Peoples of North America is scattered, fragmented, and could be lost forever. Guided by Indigenous archaeologist, Dr. Rudy Reimer (Squamish), and two adventure loving co-hosts Jenifer Brousseau (Ojibway/French) and Jacob Pratt (Dakota/ Saulteaux), we are taken on a quest through the mountains, waterways, plains, and Arctic landscapes of Canada’s ancient archaeological record to discover first-hand the untold story of the original peoples of North America. For the first time in archaeological history twelve thousand years of human inhabitation of this land is vividly brought to life through thirteen episodes of Wild Archaeology.

Wild Game

Chef Rich Francis explores indigenous communities across Canada, learning about the traditional and modern methods of harvesting and preparing the food that has shaped their cultures over the millennia. This documentary series also bring us into the hunting, harvesting and fishing technique either used today or in the past, and brings everything together in a final scene where Rich draws on what he's learned, and uses his contemporary culinary techniques and understanding to reimagine a new dish for the community to enjoy.

Wild Kitchen

Wild Kitchen is a 22-minute documentary TV series about wild food, the people who harvest it, and their unique stories that compel them to live off the land. Host Tiffany Ayalik, draws on her deeply rooted wilderness upbringing to explore a new location, be it wilderness, rural or urban, where land based living is part of every day life. Wild Kitchen is one part Anthony Bourdain, one part Hunger Games. While food harvesting is the main theme, each episode presents a new set of stakes that the main characters must overcome, such as inclement weather, food scarcity, making economic gains at markets to provide for their family, passing on knowledge to future generations, or maintaining off-grid infrastructure. Connections to cultural significance will also serves as a tapestry through which each story is woven, whether its First Nations and Inuit hunters in the North, pioneering homesteaders, multi-generational fisherman and even disenfranchised survivalists.

Wolf Joe

This exciting and brand-new animated series for 3 to 6-year olds follows Joe, a young First Nations boy who, with his two best friends, Nina and Buddy, has fun-filled, kid-friendly adventures in the beautiful northern Canadian Indigenous community of Turtle Bay. Through superhero role-play, Joe, Nina and Buddy are inspired and empowered by the universal values of The Seven Teachings Wheel and the spirit animals of Wolf, Lynx and Bear that connect them to their culture. On completing every challenge, they are rewarded with a deeper understanding of these teachings in a fun way that will resonate with kids all around the world. Welcome to the world of WOLF JOE: a journey of heritage, heroism, and strength of community. It’s a kid-nature team up like no other!